Given a polytope P ⊆ R n , the ChvÃ atal-Gomory procedure computes iteratively the integer hull PI of P. The ChvÃ atal rank of P is the minimal number of iterations needed to obtain PI . It is always ÿnite, but already the ChvÃ atal rank of polytopes in R 2 can be arbitrarily large. In this paper, we study polytopes in the 0=1 cube, which are of particular interest in combinatorial optimization. We show that the ChvÃ atal rank of any polytope P ⊆ [0; 1] n is O(n 3 log n) and prove the linear upper and lower bound n for the case P ∩ Z n = ∅. ? 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The ChvÃ atal rank of a polyhedron P = {x ∈ R n | Ax6b}, with A ∈ R m×n and b ∈ R m , was introduced by ChvÃ atal in [1] as an indicator for the "degree of discreteness" and thus the complexity of an integer linear program of the form max{c T x | x ∈ P ∩ Z n }; c ∈ R n . An inequality c T x6 , with c ∈ Z n and = max{c T x | x ∈ P}, is called a ChvÃ atal-Gomory cutting plane (here denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to ). The set of vectors P satisfying all cutting planes for P is called the elementary closure of P. Let P (0) = P and P (i+1) = (P (i) ) , for i¿0. Then the ChvÃ atal rank of P is the smallest number t such that P (t) = P I , where P I is the integer hull of P, i.e., the convex hull of P ∩ Z n .
ChvÃ atal [1] showed that every bounded polyhedron P ⊆ R n has ÿnite rank. Schrijver [11] extended this result to possibly unbounded, but rational polyhedra P = {x ∈ R n | Ax6b}, where A ∈ Q m×n ; b ∈ Q m . Cook et al. [3] and Gerards [5] proved that for every matrix A ∈ Z m×n there exists t ∈ N such that for all right-hand sides b ∈ Z m , the ChvÃ atal rank of P b = {x ∈ R n | Ax6b} is bounded by t. More details on these results can be found in [12, 9] .
Already in dimension 2, there exist rational polyhedra of arbitrarily large ChvÃ atal rank [1] . Lower bounds for the ChvÃ atal rank of special polytopes arising in combinatorial optimization were given in [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 13] , among others. Hartmann et al. [8] give conditions under which an inequality has ChvÃ atal rank greater than one. In this paper, we study the ChvÃ atal rank of polytopes contained in the n-dimensional 0=1 cube [0; 1] n .
We show that the ChvÃ atal rank of a polytope P ⊆ [0; 1] n is O(n 3 log n) and prove the linear upper and lower bound n for the case P ∩ Z n = ∅. The organization of the paper is as follows. We start with some preliminaries in Section 2. In Section 3, we consider polytopes in the n-dimensional 0=1 cube whose integer hull is empty and show that their ChvÃ atal rank is at most n. In Section 4, we ÿrst recall that each integral 0=1 polytope can be described by a system of integral inequalities Ax6b such that each absolute value of an entry in A is bounded by n n=2 . We then use this fact to derive an O(dn 2 log n) upper bound for the ChvÃ atal rank of d-dimensional rational polytopes in the 0=1 cube. Here, the basic idea is to use scaling of the row vectors a T of A. The sequence of integral vectors obtained from a T by dividing it by decreasing powers of 2 followed by rounding gives a better and better approximation of a T itself. One estimates the number of iterations of the ChvÃ atalGomory rounding procedure needed until the face given by some vector in the sequence contains integer points, using the fact that the face given by the previous vector in the sequence also contains integer points. Although the size of the vector is doubled every time, the number of iterations of the ChvÃ atal-Gomory rounding procedure in each step is at most quadratic.
Preliminaries
A polyhedron P is a set of vectors of the form P ={x ∈ R n | Ax6b}, for some matrix A ∈ R m×n and some vector b ∈ R m . The polyhedron is rational if both A and b can be chosen to be rational. If P is bounded, then P is called a polytope. An integral 0=1 polytope is a polytope that is the convex hull of a set of 0=1 vectors S ⊆{0; 1} n . The integer hull P I of a polytope P is the convex hull of the integral vectors in P. The dimension dim(P) of P is the dimension of its a ne hull and
n . The corresponding hyperplane, denoted by (c T x= ), is the set {x ∈ R n | c T x= }. A rational half-space always has a representation in which the components of c are relatively prime integers. That is, we can chose c ∈ Z n with gcd(c) = 1, in which case
The elementary closure of a polyhedron P is the set
where the intersection ranges over all rational half-spaces containing P. If P (0) = P and P (i+1) = (P (i) ) , for i¿0, then the ChvÃ atal rank of P is the smallest number t such that P (t) = P I . We refer to an application of the operation as one iteration of the ChvÃ atal-Gomory procedure. One has the following facts (see, e.g., [12, Section 23:1]). Theorem 1. For each polytope P; there exists a number t such that P (t) = P I .
Lemma 2. Let F be a face of a rational polyhedron P. Then F = P ∩ F.
The l ∞ -norm ||c|| ∞ of the vector c ∈ R n is the largest absolute value of its entries: ||c|| ∞ = max{|c i | | i = 1; : : : ; n}.
We deÿne the function lg : N → N as lg n = 1 i fn = 0; 1 + log 2 (n) if n ¿ 0; where y denotes the largest integer smaller than or equal to y. Note that lg n is the number of bits in the binary representation of n.
For x ∈ R we deÿne
For w ∈ R n , let w ∈ Z n be the vector obtained by component-wise application of · .
Polytopes in the 0=1 cube without integral points
For our main result (see Theorem 11), one has to consider the rank of faces of polytopes in the 0=1 cube with empty integer hull.
n be a d-dimensional rational polytope in the 0=1 cube with
Proof. The case d = 0 is obvious. If d=1, then P is the convex hull of two points a; b ∈ [0; 1] n ; a = b. Since P∩Z n =∅, there exists an i ∈ {1; : : : ; n} such that 0 ¡ a i ¡ 1. If a i 6b i (resp. a i ¿b i ), then x i ¿a i (resp. x i 6a i ) is valid for P and P ⊆(x i = 1) (resp. P ⊆(x i = 0)). Since 0 ¡ a i ¡ 1 and dim(P) = 1, it follows P ⊆{b}. Likewise, we can show in the same way that P ⊆{a}. Together, we obtain P ⊆{a} ∩ {b} = ∅.
The general case is proven by induction on d and n. If P is contained in (x n = 0) or (x n = 1), we are done by induction on n. Otherwise, the dimension of P 0 = P ∩ (x n = 0) and P 1 =P ∩(x n =1) is strictly smaller than d. By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2 we get P
Irrational polytopes. For each polytope P ⊆ [0; 1] n , there exists a rational polytope P * ⊇ P in the 0=1 cube with the same integer hull (see [12] , proof of Corollary 23:2a). Indeed, for each 0=1 point y ∈ P, there exists a rational half space H y containing P but not containing y. So
has the desired properties. As P * ⊇ P implies (P * ) (t) ⊇ P (t) we have proved the following corollary. n with P I = ∅ is at most n.
The next lemma implies that the bound from above is tight. Its proof follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 7:2 in [2] .
Lemma 5. Let F j be the set of all vectors y in R n such that j components of y are 1=2 and each of the remaining n − j components are equal to 0 or 1. If a polyhedron P contains F 1 ; then F j ⊆ P (j−1) ; for all j = 1; : : : ; n.
If we deÿne P n as the convex hull of F 1 , then one has
; for all J ⊆{1; : : : ; n}    ;
(P n ) I = ∅ and F n = {(1=2; : : : ; 1=2)} ⊆ P (n−1) n . Thus n is the smallest number such that P (n) n = (P n ) I = ∅. We therefore, have the following proposition. Proposition 6. There exist rational polytopes P ⊆ [0; 1] n with P I = ∅ and ChvÃ atal rank n.
A polynomial upper bound in the dimension
Unless explicitly stated, we assume throughout this section that P ⊆ [0; 1] n , n¿1, is a rational polytope with P I = ∅ and dim(P) = d.
Intuitively, the lemma says that any face-deÿning inequality c T x6 of P I can be obtained from P by at most d d c iterations of the ChvÃ atal-Gomory procedure, where d c = − is the integrality gap of P with respect to c. A related result can be found in [1, Section 4] , see also [6, Lemma 2:2:7] .
Proof. If d = 0, then P I = P and the claim follows trivially. If d = 1 and P = P I , then P is the convex hull of a 0=1 point a and some non-integral point b ∈ [0; 1] n . An argument similar to the one in Lemma 3 shows that P = {a} = P I , which implies the claim for d = 1, too. So assume that d¿2. The proof is by induction on − . The case − = 0 is trivial, so suppose
∩ P is a face of P without any integral points and dim(F) ¡ d. With Lemma 3 and since d¿2, we get
− 1 and since ∈ Z, it follows by induction that c T x6 is valid for (P (d) ) (k ) , for all k ¿d( − − 1)¿d − . This implies the claim.
Hadamard's inequality can be used to show that an integral 0=1 polytope can be described by inequalities with integer normal vectors whose l ∞ -norm is only exponential in n (see, e.g, [10, Theorem 2]). Theorem 8. An integral 0=1 polytope P can be described by a system of integral inequalities Ax6b with A ∈ Z m×n ; b ∈ Z m such that each absolute value of an entry in A is bounded by n n=2 .
We now use a scaling argument to obtain our main result. Let c T x6 be a face-deÿ-ning inequality of P I from the description of Theorem 8 and let c T x6 be valid for P. From Lemma 7 we know that c T x6 is valid for P (k) for all k¿d − . Since ||c|| ∞ 6n n=2 , an exponential upper bound of the ChvÃ atal rank follows immediately. Instead of using the possibly large vector c from the beginning one can use smaller vectors close to c ÿrst, estimate the number of ChvÃ atal-Gomory steps until they "touch" P I and perform only the last steps of the ChvÃ atal-Gomory rounding with c itself. These vectors are obtained by scaling.
Lemma 9. If c = 0 is an integral vector with lg(||c|| ∞ )6k and if c T x6 is valid for P I ; then c T x6 is valid for P (k d n) .
Proof. Assume that = max{c T x | x ∈ P I }. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1 note that c ∈ {−1; 0; 1} n , so for = max{c T x | x ∈ P} one has − 6n and the claim follows with Lemma 7.
